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INSTRUCTIONS:
Secchi Depth – a measure of water clarity. You will have
two readings, one while lowering the disk until it
disappears, and then lowering it further and then
recording when it appears while raising the disk.
a. Do not use dark glasses or polarizing lenses while
observing the Secchi disk. While these might improve
the reading in your lake, it reduces the accuracy of the
comparison of your reading with previous
measurements from your lake by other volunteers, or
readings from other lakes.
b. Slowly lower the disk into the water on the shady
side of boat, watching it continually.
c. When the disk completely disappears from sight, use
the tape to measure the depth. Record the depth to the
nearest tenth of a meter (from the surface of the water)
as Secchi Reading 1. If the disk can be seen all the way
to the bottom of the lake, check the “on bottom?” box
and skip the second reading.
d. Let out an additional length of tape (about a meter) so that the disk won’t reappear
immediately. Then slowly raise the disk and measure when the disk appears again as you are
pulling it up. Record the depth on the tape to the nearest tenth of a meter as Secchi Reading 2
on the sampling form.
e. Secchi Reading 1 and Secchi Reading 2 may not be the same number, but neither should they
be far apart. These readings should be within a meter of each other. You can repeat the
procedure to double check, but only record one set of readings.

PRACTICE:
Practicing Secchi disk measurements can be very helpful and should improve the repeatability
of our results. The Maine Volunteer Lake Monitoring Program has a website with a simulation
used to certify Maine volunteers and indicates how close they come to the correct sighting.
http://www.mainelakedata.org/recertify/disk.php To use the simulator, choose your lake type,
press the “Take Reading” button, read the directions and click to start. Raise and lower the disc
using the up and down arrow keys on your keyboard. When you reach what you think is the
proper depth, press the measure button and then the submit button to check your reading
against the correct answer. Practicing on the simulator can help you visualize what you will be
doing and seeing on the lake. Note, however, that the Maine simulator only imitates measuring
the Secchi disk as it goes down, and you will also take a reading as you pull the disk up.
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Where did the name Secchi Disk come from?

